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Chapter 2915-2916

Naturally, she had 10,000 willingness in her heart, and she was
even a little impatient.

So he quickly agreed and thanked him: “Thank you, Master
Wade!”

Charlie smiled slightly: “You are welcome.”

Lord Elms (Wilfred) didn’t think too much, and said with
emotion: “Master Wade, you really want to live with us! It’s
really not suitable for Kairi to live with us, and she has a
disability, and there are many inconveniences in her daily life.
Living in a hotel is relatively easier , I thank you for her!”

Charlie nodded, and said to Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom: “Ms. Kairi,
I’m going back to Shangri-La just now. You can go with me
soon.”

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom was naturally excited when he
thought of seeing her daughter later, and nodded repeatedly
and said, “Good Master Wade!”

Seeing that it was late, Charlie took out his mobile phone and
called Ziva Hank’s father, Hank.

Hank’s house is only two or three hundred meters away from
here, so Charlie wanted him to bring Ziva Hank over, so that
they could get to know Lord Elms (Wilfred) and Kairi Elms –
Xion’s Mom, so that if there are any emergencies in the future,
they can contact the Elms family for help.

Hank has been taking leave for the past two days at home to
accompany Ziva Hank to recuperate.



During the days of being abducted, Ziva Hank’s body has
indeed suffered a lot. The basement is dark and damp, and it is
basically difficult to fill his stomach. Both mentally and
physically have suffered a lot of torture and pressure.

Although he was relatively excited when he was first brought
back by Charlie, he felt a strong sense of exhaustion
immediately after returning home.

In the past two days, she felt that her whole body was like a
completely dead battery, and her body and spirit were
extremely weak.

Hank has always been with him at home. Fortunately, Ziva
Hank started to get better today. He ate more and his mental
state also improved to a certain extent.

After receiving Charlie’s call, Hank hurriedly said politely:
“Charlie, why do you have time to call uncle?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Uncle Hank, I happen to be in your
community. Some of my friends moved here to live here. I will
come to help settle down. I think you and Ziva Hank will also
live here. I plan to call you to come and meet. Now, I wonder if
you are at home?”

Hank hurriedly said: “I’m at home and Ziva Hank is there, but
she has just recovered in these two days, or don’t let her go,
I’ll look for you in the past, what do you think?”

“Okay.” Charlie naturally didn’t have any comments, and said
hurriedly: “I am in 32 villas now. Come over if you are
convenient. Friends here are all very skilled martial arts
masters. What if you have anything here in the future? Trouble,
you can ask them for help at any time.”

When Hank heard this, he knew that it must have been
carefully arranged by Charlie. He was moved in his heart and



looked forward to it, so he said: “Then wait for a while, uncle
will pass.”

After hanging up the phone, Ziva Hank came over and asked
curiously, “Dad, is Charlie calling?”

“Yes.” Hank nodded and said: “Charlie happened to be in our
community. He had a friend who moved over to live, so he
invited me to meet him.”

After that, he said to Ziva Hank: “You are not feeling well, just
wait for me at home.”

He did not think that Ziva Hank, who was still a little listless,
suddenly started to speak excitedly: “I want to go too!”
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